The Best of Tuscan Treasures Tours
for Mr Frank & Ms Dottie Giordano

6 -12 April 2016
TUSCAN TREASURES TOURS brings together art, culture, literature,
culinary tradition, unique artisan products, and a sense of
wellbeing, in Val d’ Elsa. This unique strip of land, which meanders
through the Valley of the Elsa River, extends through the Provinces
of Florence, Siena and Pisa, and may be described as the "heart
and soul of Tuscany.”
Val d' Elsa is an oasis surrounded by magnificent and
uncontaminated rolling hills, Medieval castles, Romanesque
churches, Gothic abbeys, Renaissance villas, stone flour mills and
country farmhouses, set amid bountiful vineyards, silver olive groves
and fields of ancient grains. It is the place where poets Dante
Alighieri and Giovanni Boccaccio, painters Cimabue, Giotto,
Filippino Lippi and Benozzo Gozzoli, bronze sculptor Giambologna,
and the "Genius" Leonardo da Vinci, achieved some of their most
important works.
Nearly a thousand years ago, Val d' Elsa was a crossroads for
pilgrims, merchants, crusaders and Templars on their way to Rome
and beyond to the Holy Land. Still today, master artisans keep alive
ancient trades that date to Etruscan, Medieval and Renaissance
times. Taste ancient flavors cultivated in an area that is still
healthy, natural and uncontaminated. The typical products and
wines which we will enjoy in Medieval castles, Renaissance villas
and historical estates are a triumph of colors, flavors and scents
that, once experienced, will never be forgotten.
In Val d’ Elsa, you can savor three millennia of history.
Come and experience Authentic Tuscany….in Val d’ Elsa!

Discover Authentic Tuscany

Unlike other tours, which visit only the most
known and crowded sites of the magnificent
city of Florence, the Mission of TUSCAN
TREASURES TOURS is to introduce you to an
undiscovered region of Tuscany, a treasure
chest of art and architecture, birthplace of a
culture of beauty, literary and historical
significance, and culinary excellence. This
“hidden Tuscany” is more poetic, romantic,
majestic and mysterious, and remains today
an oasis of artistic and artisanal mastery.
Discover Authentic Tuscany by immersing
yourself in the “benessere nell’ essere” – the
wellness of being, in Val d’ Elsa.…the heart and
soul of Tuscany.

Wednesday, April 6

Arrival Day: “Unknown FLORENCE”

FLORENCE:

"La Citta' D' Oro" (The City of Gold)

M

The Florence of Tuscan Treasures Tours preserves the city's "hidden treasures" that
only reveals to tourists that want to exit <the usual mass-tourists itineraries>, an
indispensable itinerary for those that thought that they knew Florence and have
a desire to discover the other side of the "City of Gold.“
Departure with Ugo from Venice S. Lucia Train Station, tickets all
ready reserved with “ITALO” at 13:00AM and arrive at Florence SMN
station at 15:05 AM - Meeting with Tuscan Treasures Tours STAFF.
Welcame Drink in a Renaissance Palace.

Optional: “Unknown FLORENCE”
“ Customized Parfume”
“ Artistic Florentine Gold”

Meeting with SPECIAL TOUR GUIDE

Conte Niccolò Capponi

The Tuscan Treasures Tours takes you to shop in authentic Florentine artisans "botteghe" (shops) and NOT in <outlet>
where you have to "elbow-fight" when choosing an article that you like.
Our artisans, in front of you create "Objects of Rare Beauty," for example; Florentine-style 18 Karat jewelry, leather
accessories personalized parfum and other 100% made Florentine artisan products.
Artisan Goldsmith, designer and sculptor, obtained his diploma with top marks from the Art Institute of Florence, the city

of his birth, which has instilled in him a deep fascination for renaissance art, turning him into a profound art connoisseur and
inspiring many of his works.

Visit in a Artisan Shop…..Where they hand produce “Personalize Parfums“ and create "Objects of Rare Beauty"

AFTER VISITING
“ UNKNOW FLORENCE “ :
Transfert to Historical
“CASTLE in MONTESPERTOLI"
Welcome cocktail and dinner
with Frank & Dottie,
Ugo Petrillo, Stefania Tielli, Roberto
Neri , Greta Lupi , Gianluca Vivaldi
and BARONESSA CATERINA
RENZIS…

…after dinner transfert
to Historical Estate

Wednesday, April 6

Welcome cocktail and dinner
Antipasto
Selezione di Salumi & Crostini Toscani
Vino
Bianco IGT Montespertoli
-----Primi Piatti
Gnudi Burro & Salvia
Vino
Rossi IGT Montespertoli
-----Secondi Piatti
Arista di Maiale con verdure al vapore
Vino
Chianti Riserva
-----Dolce della casa
Vinsanto

Sojourn in a anciant Historical Estate is a
wonderful 4-star located in the province of
Siena, which was born from the restoration of
a
nineteenth-century
residence
that
belonged to the Venturi Ginori family during
that period.
During your stay, you will have the opportunity
to breath a unique and unforgettable
atmosphere, the fruitful encounter between
the location's rich history and the utmost
attention to detail of the current property.
Surrounded by two hectares of parkland and
overlooking Via Cassia, one of the oldest
roads in the Italian territory, Villa Lecchi is the
perfect destination for those seeking the
tranquility and beauty of the Tuscan
countryside.

Thursday, April 7
Volterra
MORNING

08.00 AM Breakfast in hotel and departure to Volterra.
09:30 City Tour with THE VICE MAYOR and DEPUTIES OF TURISM & CULTURE.
The tour included a visit to see the work of ARTISAN ALABASTER & THE
MAKING ETRUSCAN-STYLE GOLA.

APERITIVO In Palazzo dei Priori (a Jewel of a medieval architecture.
As a matter of fact this style was copy by the Medici Family to
build Palazzo Vecchio in Florence)

LUNCH & VERNACCIA WINE COMPARING
In a Authentic Val D’Elsa Azienda Agricola

AFTERNOON: Free Time for Shopping

RETURN TO HOTEL

Azienda Agricola: “A taste of our peasent tradition” is
situated a few kilometres from San Gimignano,
surrounded by the wonderful landscape offered by
the Tuscan country, in a particularly good area for
the
cultivation
of
the
vines
and
olives.
The traditional farm, owned by the Ciappi family for
generations, expands for 25 hectars of vineyards and
3 hectars of olive trees.
TASTING OF "Vernaccia: Literature and Poets."
The Vernaccia wine was so much appreciated by
personalities at the time, such as Pope Martin IV
(placed in Hell by Dante Alighieri in his Divine
Comedy due to the Pope's over indulgence on
Vernaccia), Dante Alighieri and Giovanni Boccaccio.
Still today, on special occasions, the verses of poets
Gabriello
Chiaberra,
Francesco
Redi
and
Michelangelo celebrate the famed Vernaccia of San
Gimignano. Michelangelo loved this wine so much
that he dedicated a verse to it in the "AIONE" (1643):
"The Vernaccia kisses you, bites you and stings you.”

Thursday, April 7

Lunch & Vernaccia Wine Comparing
Aperitivo
Crostini misti ( toscano, lardo, salsiccia)
Vino
Vernaccia di San Gimignano
-----Primi Piatti
Zuppa di pane, Pici all’Aglione
Vino
Toscana IGT Rosso
-----Secondi Piatti
Pollo dell’Aia alla Vernaccia con fagioli all’olio
Vino
Chianti Riserva
-----Dolce
Pane, Vino e Zucchero
Vin Santo

Friday, April 8
San Miniato
MORNING( 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM):

08:00 AM Breakfast in hotel and departure to San
Miniato after a breaf meeting with Vittorio
Gabbanini Mayor of the City, with our local tour
guide shall visit the most important Artistic and
Cultural Sites.

SAN MINIATO

In San Miniato our itinerary interwines with ancient
walks of the pilgrims of "Via Francigena," which
traces the art and architecture of Roman, Medieval
and Renaissance eras. Our journey winds through
the borgo's narrow streets, as we witness traces of its
glorious past through Val d' Elsa's gentle and
uncontaminated landscapes.
In 1796 Napoleon Bonaparte came to San Miniato to
ask a favor of his uncle, the Archbishop of San
Miniato. The favor was a request for a
recommendation
that
enabled
the
young
Napoleon to enter the French Army. Imagine, had
this request been denied, how different the futures
of France, Europe, and particularly Italy, would have
been. Another pivotal moment in history occurred in
this town inside the Duomo of San Miniato, when
Pope Clemente VII (a member of the Medici
Family)commissioned Michelangelo to paint the
Sistine Chapel.

"Pilgrims, Michelangelo and Napoleon Bonaparte."

11:30 AM
Antipasto with “ PROSCIUTTO,
SALAME & BRUSCHETTA“
…in a local butcher shop

13: 00 LUNCH at former Napoleon Bonaparte's Estate

The winery is located on the hills of San Minato, an
ancient medieval village in the heart of Tuscany, in
the province of Pisa, along the route of the Via
Francigena, land of wine and white truffle (the
prized tuber magnatum). The estate since 2000,
extends over a rolling hillside, with 40 hectares of
vineyards, olive groves, fields and woods.
Villa la Selva, the heart of the estate, is an ancient
mansion that once belonged to the Buonaparte
family and was then purchased, in the midnineteenth century, by the Marquis Cosimo Ridolfi,
the founder of the Faculty of Agriculture. Here the
Marquis began here to apply innovative
techniques to vineyards .

WINE and OIL COMPARING in a former Napoleon Bonaparte's residence to taste bio-organic wines
accompanied by San Miniato's typical products. Visit of the vinery.

AFTERNOON TO VISIT
“ L’ULTIMA CENA “ last supper, the depicted by DOMENICO GHIRLANDAIO a renaissance painter (1449-1494)
RETURN TO HOTEL

Saturday, April 9
S. Vivaldo – Vinci - Certaldo Alto
08:00 AM Breakfast in hotel and departure to
VINCI Meeting with the Major Giuseppe Torchia

“Meeting with Leonardo”

VINCI

"An encounter with the young Leonardo da Vinci."
Here on April 14, 1453, the "Great" Leonardo was
born in his family house in Anchiano (Vinci). In this
suggestive, medieval borgo, the young Leonardo
invented important principles of technology that
are still in use today.
While strolling through this picturesque village,
surrounded by sweet and gentle green hills and a
"sea" of olive trees, it seems that time has stopped.
One meanders of past Romanesque Churches,
Castles and Tabernacle, while admiring an
impressive view of the Apian Mountain from which
Michelangelo extracted the marble for “La Pieta”
preserved in St. Basilica in the Vatican.
"On the Trails of Leonardo da Vinci" takes us to visit
Santa Croce Church, where Leonardo was
baptized, to Leonardo's museum and to the library
where the "Genius” masterpieces are preserved.
APERITIVO - with the Mayor at Leonardo’s Village.

AFTERNOON Visit and light lunch
The Villa was commissioned by Pope Clemente IX (1667-1669),
who gifted his native Tuscan land of a masterpiece. The project
of the Villa belongs to Gian Lorenzo Bernini,the most important
architect of the Italian baroque and architected of the colums
of Saint Peter’s square and the Four Rivers fountain in Navona
Square in Rome.

SAN VIVALDO:

"The Holy Mount of San Vivaldo and the Jerusalem of Val d' Elsa.“
The idea of pilgrimage in the Holy Land was born during the Middle
Ages. People wanted to walk where Jesus Christ walked and visit the
sites of His miracles and of His death and resurrection. In time,
pilgrimages become long, expensive and above dangerous,
particularly when the Holy Land was occupied by the Turks.
These circumstances inspired Francescan Brother, Fra Tommaso of
Florence, who had lived in the Holy Land to construct an exact copy
of 14th century Jerusalem. To fulfill his vision he selected a location
with a natural environment similar to that found in and around
Jerusalem. A Papal Decree of Pope Leo X (a Medici) announced
that "For a pilgrim to visit the Jerusalem of San Vivaldo, it was as if he
had visited the Holy Land."

In this "hidden treasure" there are seventeen
small chapels containing life-sized statuary
made of terracotta. The figures depict scenes
of the "Via Addolorata." This mystifying artwork is likely by the della Robbia School
(1400/1482), a Florentine Renaissance-style of
"terrecotte invetriate" (glazed pottery).
Della Robbia artistic work
appraised by Brunelleschi,
Masaccio.

was highly
Ghiberti e

CERTALDO ALTO "On the Trails of Giovanni Boccaccio.“
Certaldo Alto is the birthplace of Giovanni Boccaccio and "The
Decameron" (1349-1351), his classical masterpiece of early Italian
prose and tales of love.
This borgo is also the seat of the Ente Nazionale della Libreria del
Boccaccio (The National Association of Boccaccio's Library). This
library directs a didactic laboratory where scholars can learn about
the history of Boccaccio's books and manuscripts.
Our itinerary takes us on a pleasant and cultural walk through the alleys
of this immaculate borgo, overlooking a fluid strip of landscape in the
heart of Val d' Elsa; dotted with medieval castles, romanesque and
gothic abbeys, olive trees, vineyards, nearby borghi towers and bell
towers rise in the gentle, blue Val d' Elsa sky.
Visit Certaldo Alto and its cultural & artistic sites with our English
speaking tour guide.

DINNER: in the garden of Taverna Savoring local
excellences while overlooking the San Gimignano Towers.

Return to Hotel and overnight stay.

Saturday, April 9

Welcome cocktail and dinner
in the garden
Aperitivo
Salumi Toscani, sformatino di verdura,
bruschettine con salsa toscana, cipolla stufata,
prosciutto crudo e tartufo , pecorini con
marmellata di cipolle di Certaldo.
-----Primi Piatti
Bis di primi piatti di pasta fresca con Pici al ragù
di Cinta senese,
Zuppa di cipolle di Certaldo
Vino
Chianti Colli Senesi (San Gimignano)
-----Secondi Piatti
Filetto di maiale al forno a gli aromi mediterranei
con lardo di Colonnata
e cipolle di Certaldo stufate,
Quaglia disossata ripiena con salsiccia di Cinta
e funghi porcini con cipolline e olive
Vino
Rosso Toscano Supertuscans - Certaldo
-----Dolce
Cannolo Aperto
Vin Santo

BOCCACCIO, THE DECAMERONE, AND THE ONION OF CERTALDO
The cipolla di Certaldo was made famous by Giovanni
Boccaccio in his Decamerone, in which he declared these
onions to be the best in all of Tuscany. Glorified for centuries,
this noble vegetable has become a symbol of the area and
has been depicted in Certaldo's coat of arms since the Middle
Ages. The Certaldo Onion is so special that the Slow Food
Movement has recently commenced a project to protect it.
Our itinerary of "Boccaccio, the Decamerone and the Onion of
Certaldo" takes us through a fluid landscape in the heart of Val
d’Elsa, among vineyards, olive trees, wheat fields, cypresses,
castles, monasteries and Romanesque churches. In a series of
open fields along this path, as in the Middle Ages, local farmers
cultivate these precious onions.

Following a pleasant walk through an enchanting
atmosphere reminiscent of by-gone ages, we
arrive at a local azienda agricola (agricultural
factory) to taste the local fettunta di cipolle and
the original zuppa di cipolla (onion soup).
While tasting these culinary delights, we admire the
medieval aspects of Boccaccio's birthplace, which
have remained intact since the early 1300's. With
each taste, we can imagine to read “ The
Decamerone” verse VI and envision "Friar Cipolla"
walking through the narrow and picturesque
streets of Certaldo Alto.

Sunday, April 10

The Via Francigena
The Via Francigena
08:00 AM Breakfast in hotel and departure to Castello della Magione.
09:00 AM: Meeting with S.E. Count Marcello A. Cristofani della Magione

09:30-10:30 The Templar Mass at The Church of S.Giovanni di
Gerusalemme.

"The Castello della Magione dating to the 11th century is defined “A
Templi Domus Along them Via Francigena" and is located on the
ancient path of Via Francigena.
In past years this Castle provided hospitality to merchants, pilgrims,
crusaders and Templars on their way to Rome and to the Holy Land.
Today, the Castello della Magione is the most complete Medieval
hospitaller remaining in Western Europe.

10:45 AM: coffee and pastries
LUNCH: “The Piligrim Lunch” at the Castel of Staggia.

One of the most important landmarkof Medieval
Tuscany and the fulcre center that united the
pilgrim’s walk to the Eternal City …

The Via Francigena
Monteriggioni
From a distance, the walls and towers of the
Castle of Monteriggioni reveal the
silhouette of a past epoch, giving the
impression that time has stopped. It said
that Monteriggioni appeared to Dante
Alighieri as impressive, majestic and in full
splendor in the middle of battles between
Florence and Siena. These visions inspired
the poet to dedicate a verse to
Monteriggioni in his "Divine Comedy"
(Inferno, verse XXXI), describing the towers
as giants with their feet planted in the
center well with their bodies stretching
forth.......

San Galgano
"The Sword in the Rock“

The Abbey of San Galgano is the most
important
example
of
Gothic-style
Architecture in Tuscany and follows the
order of French abbot, Bernard de Clairvaux
(Fontaine-les Dijon, France 1090 - Ville sousla Ferte, France 1153). Bernard was the
primary reformer of the cistern order and
the founder of the well known Abbey of
Clairvaux in France. At this time, Bernard
was the most important figure of
Templarism, the central figure at the Council
of Troyers (1128) and was commissioned by
Pope Eugenius III to preach for a second
crusade.
In the Abbey of San Galgano was born the
legend of "The Sword in the Rock" and the
story of "King Arthur and the Knights of the
Round Tables." (Duration of the visit one
hour, 30 minutes)

7:00 PM a Renaissance Dinner in Ancient Historical Estate over looking the Chianti Vineyards

Sunday, April 10
Renaissance Dinner

Antipasto
Selezione di Salumi della Fattoria
Vino
Rosato 2015 I.G.T.
Primi Piatti
Zuppa di Ceci alla Toscana
Vino
Chianti Classico 2012 D.O.C.G.

Secondi Piatti
Cinghiale in Dolce & Forte
Vino
Casarsa 2012 I.G.T.
Dolce
Torta di Mele con Gelato & Aceto balsamico
Vinsanto
Caffè Espresso

Monday, April 11

Lucca, The Tuscan Cigar & Ciao Dinner

LUCCA
Hidden behind imposing Renaissance walls,
Lucca is one of the most charming cities in
Northern Tuscany.
Founded by the Romans in 180 BC, Lucca had
already acquired an enormous wealth by the
late Middle Ages thanks to silk manufacturing
and trade with the whole of Europe. An
independent city state for centuries, it offers
perfectly preserved Romanesque churches
and historic buildings, narrow lanes, large and
small squares, ideal for a coffee break.
Today Lucca wears its past lightly and is a busy,
reserved and elegant town where everybody
rides a bicycle everywhere. It is an open-air
museum and a little shopping paradise.

The Tuscan Cigar
In 1818, a sudden summer rainfall drenched the tobacco leaves at
Ferdinand III’s tobacco factory in Tuscany, causing the tobacco to
ferment in the humid, hot weather. These supposedly damaged
leaves were then sold to vendors and consumers at a lower price.
Selling the cheaper cigars to the poorer people was a way for the
manufacturers to salvage a potentially devastating economic
situation. Much to their surprise, the “damaged” cigar became an
instant hit with the Italian population and the Tuscan Cigar was born.
Consumers fell in love with the new taste of fermented wet tobacco,
and the demand increased dramatically.
It would be produced in Florence for over a century. After World War
II, the production was transferred to the cities of Lucca and Cava dei
Tirreni.
Renowned Tuscan cigar connoisseurs include King Vittorio Emanuele II,
Puccini, Verdi, and Garibaldi. Garibaldi even has two cigar varieties
named after him, the Toscanello and Toscano Garibaldi. Among the
more modern enjoyers are Francis Ford Coppola and Sergio Leone,
who immortalized the cigars with Clint Eastwood in his famous
“spaghetti” Western classics.
The cigar’s distinguishably rich aroma is a result of the production
process. The tobacco used for these cigars is flame-cured, and it goes
through an extensive fermentation process that takes up to 30-50
days. The cigars are then assembled and folded by hand before
being sent to the warehouse to maturate for half a year.
The heart of the Italian cigar industry is in Lucca, Tuscany, where the
majority of the cigars are produced.

CIAO DINNER

Monday, April 11
Ciao Dinner
Antipasto sfizioso
Vino
Vermentino
Primi Piatti
Gnudi al Tarfufo
Tagliolini al Tartufo
Paccheri con Mousse
Vino
Rosso Manero
Secondi Piatti
Arista con fagiolini all’uccelletto
Vino
Chianti classico
Dolce della casa

Tuesday, April 12
Transfer to Pisa Airport

08:00 AM

Pick up at Hotel Villa Lecchi
Transfer to Pisa Airport:
Return Flights :
American Airlines Flight 6305
Galileo Galilei Airport (PISA) to
Heathrow (LHR)
Departure: 1:05PM

We hope that you will find your customized tour
interesting, attractive, culturally and artistically
informative, relaxing and enjoyable. We hope
that the emotions you will experience in Val d’
Elsa will inspire you to share this unique and
unforgettable experience with your many
friends.

“ Ugo , Teresa and Stefania”

Tuscan Treasures Tours LLC - Miami, Florida
Website: www.tuscantreasurestours.com
Email: ttt@tuscantreasurestours.com
TuscanTreasuresTours

